
CHL - 1 User Guide

QF Innovations Inc. offers an easy-to-use line of external chain 
clamps, for the purpose of holding, supporting and adjusting, external 

automated, semi-auto cutting and welding equipment and other 
components on vertical pipe applications. Please read and follow all 
directions for the proper support and stability of any equipment being 

used.

Important! !

CHL Holding, Leveling & Positioning Kit
Ferrous & Non-Ferrous Materials



QF values your business and we are committed to 
customer satisfaction and loyalty. We strive to provide 

innovative pipe fitting solutions and technology and 
look forward to providing our customers with innovative 

pipe fitting solutions for years to come. The CHL-1 
Clam Holder & Leveling Kit is backed by our extensive 
warranty and QF is happy to provide direct customer 

service and technical information at the contact 
numbers provided.

The CHL-1 User Guide has been written and 
assembled to provide you with the best use and 

practices information for safe and efficient use of the 
unit. As we are committed to customer service, we 
invite you to contact us directly with any additional 

questions or technical needs.

Model

CHL
CHL Holding & Leveling Kit 

User Guide

Parts & Component Description

Toggle / Leveling Pad

Adjustment  Set 
Screw

Main Pin Foot

Main Pin

Clevis Pin

Pin Link Ear

Rotator Block

Chain / Std Links

Clamp Assembly

Main Pin Assembly Chain & Clamp Assembly

Pin Ear

Ear Leveling
Adjustment Screws

Warranty
All Products manufactured by or for QF Innovations Ltd are guaranteed against defects, faulty workmanship 

and or materials, for a period of twelve months from the date of purchase.
This warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of any parts found to be defective and no other liability will 

be assumed. 

Clamp Hooks

Adjustment Knob



CHL-1 Size, Length & Adjustment

CHL-1 Pin Ear Location & Placement

QF’s CHL-1, is provided with 4 Pin Ear assemblies 
(including main pins). When adjusting for differing 
pipe sizes and to locate the Pin Ears in the overall 
chain / strap length, simply divide the overall chain 
length by 3 and install as evenly as possible in the 
overall length for the desired pipe size. For larger 

pipe diameters and to support complete clam 
assembly on a vertical pipe additional Pin Ears may 

be required or used.

Note
(In order to support each half of a split frame 

clamshell for installation, a minimum of 3 Pin Ears 
are required to support half the clamshell, for in place 

clam assembly on vertical pipe.
( 6 Pin Ears Required )

Chain Size / Length 

The CHL-1 strap/chain has been designed to be a completely size adjustable and modular unit. Size is 
determined by pipe circumference and the CHL-1’s chain is easily adjusted as needed.
Required strap lengths/sizes are determined by pipe diameter x 3.14 (π) for approximate lengths to fit 
the desired pipe size.

Adding, subtracting or reconfiguring the QF strap is done by simply removing and reinstalling the link 
pins. Longer lengths can be achieved by adding 1ft chain extensions, or by simply combining QF unit 
chains.

Larger size tools are simply a matter of longer chains / straps.

Base Unit Pipe Size Range
• Base Unit 6in -24in

Important
Always ensure the first Pin Ear is installed directly at to the 

Clamp Assembly to start chain length



CHL-1 Main Pin Installation & Leveling

The CHL-1 Main Pin is manufactured with both major and 
minor vertical adjustment. The main pins themselves 

simply drop into the Pin Ears and come with predrilled hole 
locations to provide quick 6in drop increments.

Fine adjustment and leveling is then provided with the set 
screw and toggle pad located in the Main Pin foot. To aid in 
leveling, the Main Pin and Foot assembly can also rotate 

for spacing purposes prior to clam placement.

CHL-1 Strap / Chain Install & Leveling

The CHL-1 has been designed as a wrench chain 
with extended link pins. Installation and hook up is as 
easy as placing the clamp and strap assembly on the 

required pipe. Wrapping the strap around the pipe, 
while pulling out excess slack and dropping the 

extended link pins into the clamp hooks and snugging 
up the clamp adjustment knob.

Once the chain is clamped tightly to the pipe, the 
rotating pin ears can be leveled with a torpedo level 
and held in place with the adjustment screws. The 

Main Pins can be inserted using the provided clevis 
pins for 6in drop increments if required, or simply rest 

the Main Pin Foot on the Pin Ear. 
To complete the set up, height adjustment is done by 
adjusting the toggle pads and the desired gear set in 

place.

Note:
For ease of installation on pipe, wrap chain around the pipe at the base of the pipe and 

engage clamp, then 2 people lift assembly into place and tighten clamp.



CHL-1 Chain Extension
Assembly Supplement

2ft Extensions & 
Pin Assembly

Clamp Assembly

Chain & Pin Assembly:

1. Initial chain to clamp installation requires the removal of the first 3 Std Links in order to 
install the Pin and Ear Assy right at the clamp.

2. To alter chain configuration and length, simply remove and reinstall link pins as 
required.

3. To estimate chain length required, multiply pipe size by 3.14.
4. For equal Pin spacing in the overall chain length, divide one less the number of pins 

being used by the chain length for the desired pin spacing.

Note

Most applications will require no more than 6 pins in the overall chain length. A total 
of 6 pins provides support for split frames when each half is installed separately.


